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Saving Grace

The Abyss Beyond Dreams

Jane Green

Peter F. Hamilton

Grace Chapman has the perfect life, living comfortably with
her husband, bestselling author Ted, in a picture-perfect
farmhouse on the Hudson River in New York State. Then
Ted advertises for a new assistant, and Beth walks into their
lives. Organized, passionate and eager to learn, Beth
quickly makes herself indispensable to Ted and his family.
But Grace soon begins to feel side-lined in her home - and
her marriage - by this glamorous, ambitious younger
woman. Is Grace just paranoid, as her husband tells her, or
is there more to Beth than first thought? What is Beth really
capable of? Can Grace get her life back? And what if she
realizes it's no longer the life she wants?

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447272755

$37.99

Crossing the Line: A DS Jessica Daniel Novel 8
Kerry Wilkinson

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

$19.99

Hunting Season

9780230769465

$39.99

The Lost Garden
What she hadn't bargained for was meeting the
irresistible Jimmy Walsh, who falls for flame-haired
Aileen the moment he sets eyes on her. Spending each
day working together side by side, Aileen and Jimmy fall
passionately in love, until their happiness is cruelly cut
short by a tragic accident which will change their young
lives forever. Back on Illaunmor, Aileen finds solace in
reviving an abandoned garden, which has been left as
lonely and bereft as she has. Gradually, through the
magic of hope, Aileen brings the garden back to life - and
herself with it. The Lost Garden is a mesmerizing story
about loss, friendship and the power of true love.

Macmillan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447210825

$19.99

The Undesirables

Andrea Camilleri

Dave Boling

In 1880s Vigàta, a stranger comes to town to open a
pharmacy. Fofò turns out to be the son of a man legendary
for having a magic garden stocked with plants, fruits, and
vegetables that could cure any ailment-a man who was
found murdered years ago. Fofò escaped, but now has
reappeared looking to make his fortune and soon finds
himself mixed up in the dealings of a philandering local
Marchese set on producing an heir. An absurd, quirky
historical murder mystery that recalls the most hilarious and
farcical scenes of Shakespeare and The Canterbury Tales,
Hunting Season will introduce readers to a refreshing new
aspect of one of Italy's best-loved writers.

Mantle • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447265917

Macmillan • HB • Science Fiction

Kate Kerrigan

An icy chill is descending on Manchester as a sinister
masked attacker haunts the city. Newly-promoted Detective
Inspector Jessica Daniel is facing new challenges,
professional - and personal. Top of the list is to catch the
person who is stirring up memories of the notorious
Stretford Slasher. With a police force at full stretch and a
caseload stacking up, Jessica's priorities change as she
comes close to the edge of what even she could consider to
be all in the line of duty . . .

9781447247876

When images of a lost civilisation are 'dreamed' by a selfproclaimed prophet of the age, Nigel Sheldon, inventor of
wormhole technology and creator of the Commonwealth
society is suspicious. Especially as the dreams seem to
be coming from the Void - an area of living space
monitored and controlled because of its hugely
destructive capabilities. With it being the greatest threat
to the known universe, Nigel is determined to find out if
human life really does exist beyond its boundaries and if
so, what the hell they're doing there. But when he crash
lands on a planet beyond the Void he didn't even know
existed he finds so much more than he imagined.

$37.99

While the vastly outnumbered Boer commandos fight in
the field, half a million British soldiers torch a flaming path
across the South African veld. As they go, the British
imprison thousands of displaced Boer families, including
Aletta Venter's, and cast them into newly devised
'concentration camps'. In a crowded tent with her mother
and siblings, Aletta finds ways to cope with the
confinement, privation and loss, but searches for the
rarest of comforts - a bit of adolescent normalcy, perhaps
even the spark of forbidden romance. Her weapon of
choice in this personal battle: a young girl's powerful
sense of hope.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447233251

$19.99

Party Games

Beyond the Veil of Tears

R. L. Stine

Rita Bradshaw

R.L. Stine's hugely successful young adult horror series
Fear Street is back with the first new book in almost 2
decades. Now, with Party Games, R.L. Stine revives this
phenomenon for a new generation of teen readers, and
the announcement of new Fear Street books caused a
flurry of excitement both in the press and on social media,
where fans rejoiced that the series was coming back. Her
friends warn her not to go to Brendan Fear's birthday party
at his family's estate on mysterious Fear Island. But
Rachel Martin has a crush on Brendan and is excited to be
invited. Brendan has a lot of party games planned. But
one game no one planned intrudes on his party - the game
of murder. As the guests start dying one by one, Rachel
realizes to her horror that she and the other teenagers are
trapped on the tiny island with someone who may want to
kill them all. How to escape this deadly game?

Griffin • CD • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781427244536

$34.99

An only child, fifteen-year-old Angeline Stewart is
heartbroken when her beloved parents are killed in a
coaching accident and she is given into the care of her
uncle. Naive and innocent, Angeline is easy prey for the
handsome and ruthless Oswald Golding who is looking for
a rich heiress to solve the money troubles his gambling
and womanizing has caused. On her wedding night,
Angeline enters a nightmare from which there is no
awakening. Oswald proves to be more sadistic and violent
than she could ever have imagined. On learning she is
expecting a child, Angeline makes plans to run away and
take her chances fending for herself and her baby. But
then tragedy takes over . . .

Macmillan • HB • Sagas

9780230766211

Proud of You

Tangled Threads

Mary Wood

Margaret Dickinson

Three young women battle against the odds. Alice, an
upper-class Londoner, is recruited into the Special
Operations Executive and sent to Paris where she meets
Gertrude, an ex-prostitute working for the Resistance
Movement. Together they discover that they both have a
connection to the same man, Ralph D'Olivier, and vow to
unravel the mystery of his death. After narrowly escaping
capture by the Germans, Alice is lifted out of France and
taken to a hospital for wounded officers where she meets
Lil, a working-class Northern girl working as a nurse.
Though worlds apart, Alice and Lil form a friendship and
Alice discovers Lil also has a link to Ralph D'Olivier. Soon,
the war irrevocably changes each of these women and
they are thrust into a world of heartache and strife beyond
anything they have had to endure before.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447267362

$19.99

Mary Hardcastle reacts to the news of her daughter's affair
with a shocking ferocity, which seems to be borm more of
bitterness than maternal protectiveness. But what is it that
fuels Mary's resentment towards her daughter? Unable to
ignore her own feelings, Eveleen continues to meet
Stephen in secret. But deception has a cruel price to pay
when her beloved father is found dead from a heart attack.
And worse yet, Stephen, far from providing Eveleen with
the comfort she craves, deserts her in her hour of need
and callously evicts the Hardcastles from the farm.
Suddenly homeless, Eveleen is left to take the family reins
and she fights to make a new life for her family in
Nottinghamshire.

Pan • PB • Sagas

9781447268307

Twisted Strands

Sing as We Go

Margaret Dickinson

Margaret Dickinson

It is 1914, and Eveleen Hardcastle, now in in her early
thirties, has married Richard. As the First World War
breaks out, Eveleen, a sophisticated young woman, is left
to manage the factory while Richard goes off to fight for
his country. Eveleen's mother Mary has found happiness
at last in her marriage to Josh. Her young granddaughter,
Bridie, still lives at home, and is beautiful, but has a
spirited, strong will which her grandmother finds hard to
control. Bridie is secretly besotted with her godfather,
Andrew, whom she is convinced she will marry when she
is older. While the war plays out, Bridie becomes a nurse,
looking after wounded soldiers billeted in the local
Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire stately homes and there
finds a vocation that is both rewarding and gives her a
maturity beyond her years...

Pan • PB • Sagas

9781447268314

$19.99

Kathy Burton longs to escape the drudgery of her life as
an unpaid labourer on her father's farm. With only the local
church choir and the occasional dance at the village hall
for amusement, she yearns for the bright lights. Spurning
Morry Robinson's proposal of marriage, Kathy goes to
work in the city and is captivated by the sophisticated and
handsome floor manager, Tony Kendall. Kathy has fallen
deeply and irrevocably in love and, even when the country
is plunged into war, she can see no obstacle to their
future. But she has reckoned without the devious mind of
Tony's invalid mother, Beatrice Kendall. Determined that
the possessive woman won't win, Kathy plans her
wedding, but the day is ruined when Tony is called up.

Pan • PB • Sagas

$19.99

Hold Your Own

9781447268321

$19.99

The Christmas Truce

Kate Tempest

Carol Ann Duffy

Kate Tempest's first full-length collection for Picador is an
ambitious, multi-voiced work based around the mythical
figure of Tiresias. This four-part work follows him through
his transformations from child, man and woman to blind
prophet; through this structure, Tempest holds up a mirror
to contemporary life in a direct and provocative way rarely
associated with poetry. A vastly popular and accomplished
performance poet, Tempest commands a huge and
dedicated following on the performance and rap circuit.
Brand New Ancients, also available from Picador, won the
Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry and has
played to packed concert halls on both sides of the
Atlantic.

Picador • PB • Poetry

9781447241218

$39.99

Down at the Front, on a cold winter's night in 1914, amidst
the worst war the world had ever seen, an inexplicable
silence spread from man to man. Belief was in the air.
Then the soldiers ceased fire and the magic of Christmas
took hold . . . Carol Ann Duffy's brilliant new poem
celebrates the miraculous truce between the trenches,
when enemy shook hands with enemy, shared songs,
swapped gifts, even played football, and peace found a
place in No Man's Land.

Picador • HB • Poetry

$22.99

9781447218449

$34.99

'Smith': A Reader's Guide to the Poems of Michael Donaghy
Don Paterson

L van King

50 Ways to Read a Poet: a reader's guide to the poems
of Michael Donaghy is the first substantial critical work to
be written on one of the UK's best-loved poets. Donaghy, a
hugely popular, influential and much-loved figure in the UK
poetry scene, died tragically early at the age of fifty in
2004. In fifty short essays accompanying fifty of Donaghy's
best poems, his friend and editor Don Paterson makes the
argument for Donaghy to be recognised as one of the
greatest poets of recent years, and author of some of the
most powerful, complex, moving and memorable poems to
have been written in our lifetime. Unusually for a work of
criticism, his commentary combines sharp and witty
analysis of Donaghy's poems with biographical sketch and
personal reminiscence, setting Donaghy's work in both a
literary and a human context.

Picador • PB • Poetry

9781447281979

$22.99

Peter Ackroyd

9781250041432

Macmillan • HB • History

How To Drive
Driving is the most dangerous thing each of us does on a
daily basis - and yet the average learner receives just
eighteen hours' training - less than a Starbucks barista. In
this inspirational, instructive, highly entertaining book, Ben
Collins uses his super-charged experience of racing,
stunt-work and cutting-edge scientific knowledge to tell
you all of the things you didn't learn on your test - and in
the process will make your driving safer, more economical
and a lot more enjoyable. The skills described here, from
skid control to gear changes that are as smooth as a
cashmere codpiece, have been honed on racing tracks by
the greatest drivers in the world. This is the stuff your
instructor missed, your dad forgot and your mates pretend
to know . . . but don't.

Macmillan • HB • Motor Cars: General Interest

$49.99

Behind the Door: Oscar Pistorius and Reeva Steenkamp Story
Barry Bateman and Mandy Wiener
Oscar Pistorius was the golden boy of South African sport,
and an inspiration to millions around the world - until the
tragic shooting that left his model girlfriend Reeva
Steenkamp dead, and Pistorius on trial for murder.
Behind The Door will be written by South African
journalists Mandy Wiener and Barry Bateman. Published
once the trial is concluded, it will explore the characters
involved, relate the courtroom interactions and unpack the
forensic and circumstantial evidence. But more than that,
this book seeks to go beyond the facts of the case in
search of the wider context behind this shocking tragedy:
the back-story of the police investigation, the nature of the
South African criminal justice system, the culture of
violence in South Africa and the need of society to create
flawed heroes who are destined to fail.

Macmillan • HB • True Crime

$29.99

9781447272830
Shannon Galpin

Being inspired to act can take many forms. For some it's
taking a weekend to volunteer, but for Shannon Galpin, it
meant leaving her career, selling her house, launching a
nonprofit and committing her life to advancing education
and opportunity for women and girls. Focusing on the wartorn country of Afghanistan, Galpin and her organization,
Mountain2Mountain, have touched the lives of hundreds of
men, women and children. As if launching a nonprofit
wasn't enough, in 2009 Galpin became the first woman to
ride a mountain bike in Afghanistan. Now she's using that
initial bike ride to gain awareness around the country,
encouraging people to use their bikes "as a vehicle for
social change and justice to support a country where
women don't have the right to ride a bike."

St Martin's Press • HB • Autobiography: General

9781250046642
1946

Russell Edwards

Victor Sebestyen

Bringing together ground-breaking forensic discoveries
and gripping historical detective work, Naming Jack the
Ripper constructs the first truly convincing case for
identifying the world's most notorious serial killer.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • True Crime

$39.99

$44.99

Mountain to Mountain

Naming Jack the Ripper

9780283072086

$24.99

Ben Collins

In Civil War, Peter Ackroyd continues his dazzling
account of England's history, beginning with the progress
south of the Scottish king, James VI, who on the death of
Elizabeth I became the first Stuart king of England, and
ends with the deposition and flight into exile of his
grandson, James II. The Stuart dynasty brought together
the two nations of England and Scotland into one realm,
albeit a realm still marked by political divisions that echo to
this day. More importantly, perhaps, the Stuart era was
marked by the cruel depredations of civil war, and the
killing of a king. Ackroyd paints a vivid portrait of James I
and his heirs. Shrewd and opinionated, the new King was
eloquent on matters as diverse as theology, witchcraft and
the abuses of tobacco, but his attitude to the English
parliament sowed the seeds of the division that would split
the country in the reign of his hapless heir, Charles I.

9781447262589

Who needs an elf on the shelf? The dwarf in the drawer is
better! I'm the Dwarf in the Drawer, And I lived here
before . . . Before that darn elf- That insufferable bore!
Book and plush gift set! In the tradition of Goodnight iPad
and Runaway Mummy, this is a hilarious parody of Santa's
elvish spy-and a story that will make us all take another
look at the true meaning of Christmas.

St Martin's Press • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

Civil War: The History of England Volume 3

9780230706415

The Dwarf in the Drawer

$32.99

With the end of the Second World War, a new world was
born. The peace agreements that brought the conflict to
an end implemented decisions that not only shaped the
second half of the twentieth century, but continue to affect
our world today and impact on its future. In 1946 the Cold
War began, the state of Israel was conceived, the
independence of India was all but confirmed and Chinese
Communists gained a decisive upper hand in their fight for
power. In this remarkable history, the foreign
correspondent and historian Victor Sebestyen draws on
contemporary documents from around the world including Stalin's briefing notes for the Potsdam peace
conference - to examine what lay behind the political
decision-making.

Macmillan • HB • History

9780230758001

$49.99

Nadia's Fantastic Family Food: Gorgeous Family Meals in
Minutes
Nadia Sawalha
Nadia's cooking has made her a firm favourite with women everywhere. She knows how
challenging it can be to get good food on the table in the midst of school runs, husbandwrangling, dog walking and a busy day job - and now she's coming to your rescue with this
inspiring new book. She shares over 100 of her favourite recipes, all tested on her own
family and guaranteed to be stress-free to cook and delicious to eat. From one-pot
wonders and freezer favourites to gorgeous cakes and desserts, from food to impress your
guests to quick midweek suppers, the recipes are easy to follow and the dishes are
mouthwatering. Written with her trademark warmth, and imbued with her love of food,
Nadia's Fantastic Family Food is a book you'll turn to again and again.

Macmillan • HB • General Cookery & Recipes

9781 44726662 4

$39.99

Match Annual 2015
Match
Inside the UK's bestselling footy annual, we count down the world's fifty greatest
goalscorers, look back at the Brazil 2014 World Cup, tell you everything you need to know
about Rooney, Bale and Messi, reveal the Top 10 richest players, expose the stars'
biggest fears and loads more. Plus, we've got tons of crazy cartoons, cool pics, megastar
posters, awesome quizzes, exclusive interviews and epic games. With over two million
copies sold in the last ten years, the MATCH Annual 2015 is the only annual you'll need
this Christmas.

Boxtree • HB • Ball Games

9781 44725204 7

$19.99

My True Love Gave to Me

OATrageous Oatmeals
Kathy Hester
It's time to change the way you look at oatmeal. Gone are the boring oats with bland mixins because Kathy Hester, author of the bestselling book The Vegan Slow Cooker and
The Great Vegan Bean Book, has dishes like Italian Veggie and Oat Sausage, Veggie
Oat Taco and Oat Pizza Crust Topped with Homemade Sauce and Nut Cheese. She also
includes new takes on traditional favorites like Banana Oatmeal Cookie Pancakes and
Strawberries and Cream Overnight Refrigerator Oats. With classic breakfast recipes taken
to the next level with unique ingredients, tasty desserts and even savory lunch and dinner
recipes, this book is the perfect gift for every oatmeal lover out there.

St Martin's Press • PB • General Cookery & Recipes

978 16241407 47

$24.99

Mountwood School for Ghosts
Toby Ibbotson
Fredegonda, Goneril, and Drusilla are Great Hagges, much more important and much
rarer than regular old hags. They think that ghosts these days are decidedly lacking and
that people haven't been scared of ghosts for years. So one day they decide that
something needs to change - it's time for these ghosts to learn a thing or two about being
scary. And what better way to teach them than to set up their very own school for ghosts?

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472710 00

$27.99

Christmas Poems

Stephanie Perkins

Gaby Morgan

On the first day of Christmas, my true love gave to me . . . This beautiful collection features
twelve gorgeously romantic stories set during the festive period, by some of the most
talented and exciting YA authors writing today. The stories are filled with the magic of first
love and the magic of the holidays. Includes: Ally Carter, Holly Black, Laini Taylor,
Rainbow Rowell, Matt de la Peña, David Levithan, Stephanie Perkins, Kiersten White,
Kelly Link, Jenny Han, Gayle Forman and Myra McEntire.

The holly and the ivy, When they are both full grown, Of all the trees that are in the wood,
The holly bears the crown. O, the rising of the sun And the running of the deer, The playing
of the merry organ, Sweet singing in the choir. This festive collection of classic and brandnew poems celebrates all the best things about Christmas from the Nativity to Father
Christmas, including snow, angels, reindeer, Christmas trees and, of course, Mary, Joseph
and the baby Jesus.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44727279 3

$22.99

Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders: Pets

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472546 38

$14.99

Mock the Week's Guide to Life

Tony Robinson

Dan Patterson

Tony Robinson takes you on a headlong gallop through time, pointing out all the most
important, funny, strange, amazing, entertaining, smelly bits about pets. It's history, but not
as we know it! Find out everything you ever needed to know about pets through time in this
brilliant action-packed, fact-filled book, including: * The fact that the Egyptians worshipped
cats and even shaved off their eyebrows to mourn them when they died * The brilliant and
extremely useful jobs that animals did and still do for us in times of war

Modern life is a minefield. Fortunately, the creators of Mock the Week are here to give you
advice on the important things in life: from office etiquette to camping holidays, the worst
things to hear while sitting on the toilet - and what not to say when passing through
Customs . . . Categories include: Unlikely Things to Hear at a Funeral: 'Could whoever that
is stop knocking, I'm trying to do the Eulogy!' Unlikely Things to Say on Your First Day in
Prison: 'How thoughtful! Someone's left a bucket of chocolate mousse in the corner of my
cell.' Guide to Keeping Tropical Fish: For a special treat, pour a smoothie slowly into the
fish tank. They love that.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9781 44727250 2

$24.99

Christmas Cracker Jokes
Amanda Li
A cracking collection of hilarious jokes to keep you chuckling not just during Christmas and
the festive period, but the whole year round. What do you call a boy trying to get the
creases out of his clothes at the North Pole? Brrrr-ian! What goes Ho Ho Swoosh, Ho Ho
Swoosh? Father Christmas in a revolving door! Waiter, waiter, my turkey has gone off.
Which way did it go?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humour & jokes (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44727800 9

$9.99

Boxtree • HB • Humour

978 14472696 32

$22.99

